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inter has arrived and
the temperature has
finally started to drop… just
in time for our ‘Freezin’ for
a Reason’ swim to raise much
needed funds for the Law
Enforcement Torch Run.
On Saturday 25 June 2016,
I’ll be joined by more than
60 members of the NSW Police
Force at the iconic Bondi
Icebergs Club at Bondi Beach
for a hair-raising plunge into
a pool filled with 10kg blocks
of ice.
It’s sure to test the courage
of some of our most senior
officers, but at least our
hearts will be warmed by the
importance of the cause – to
help intellectually disabled
people living in NSW by
supporting their participation
in the Special Olympics.
I’m a passionate supporter
of the Special Olympics
because it provides people
with a disability with the
opportunity to set and
achieve their own personal
goals through training and
sporting competition. While
some Special Olympics
athletes set impressive goals
to win medals, others simply
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enjoy getting active with
friends and being part of a
fun community.
Most importantly, these
programs provide an
environment where people
with an intellectual disability
are accepted and encouraged
to participate and be proud of
their achievements.
Our officers have been
very active supporters of the
Law Enforcement Torch Run
since the registered charity
was established in 2006 and
those preparing to hit those icy
waters this year have already
made a difference. So far, more
than $35,000 has been raised
with each participant working
hard to attract sponsors.
With the event still several
weeks away, we can achieve
even more.
I’m proud to do what I can
to support an initiative that will
make such a difference
to people’s lives. I urge you
too to get involved and make
a donation at www.mycause.
com.au/events/2016
commissionerschallenge.
Andrew Scipione APM
Commissioner

Commissioner Andrew Scipione APM welcomed
our newest recruits during their attestation
ceremony in Goulburn recently. He told the
109 probationary constables that they can
expect “experiences and memories that
make policing more than just a career”. Turn
to page 22 to read more about Class 327.
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